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Homework 4 Review



Goal: Recreate Twitter UI to Post a tweet



HTML: Why do I have the 
tweet_length_feedback div?



JS: What does this do?

Line 97 attaches a “keypress” event
listener to the textarea



What does this do?
Why is this a good next step?

It allows us to check if line 98
does what we expect.

Does it?



Not quite. What might be the problem?

What should we try to fix?



Keyup event seems better. Does it work?

Now what?



Display the characters left

Now what?



Turn negative characters red. Like this?

Now what?



Add a class

Now what?



Next - remove the class. When?



What next?

DO THIS



How do we start?

Add a click event listener (handler)
to the post_tweet button



What does create_post do?



What else does it need to do?
a. When the user presses the “post tweet” button the 

following things must happen:
i. The post must appear with the poster’s username 

(not an image). The username can be hard coded 
in JavaScript (but not in HTML). The post text 
cannot be hard coded (obviously).

ii. New posts must appear at the top of the list of 
posts, so that users see the latest tweets at the top 
of the list.

iii.The text in the box where users write tweets must 
disappear.

iv.The number that counts the number of characters 
remaining must return to the maximum number. 

v. The cursor must return to the box where the user 
writes tweets (so that they can immediately start 
writing another tweet!)



After the text clears, then what?
a. When the user presses the “post tweet” button the 

following things must happen:
i. The post must appear with the poster’s username 

(not an image). The username can be hard coded 
in JavaScript (but not in HTML). The post text 
cannot be hard coded (obviously).

ii. New posts must appear at the top of the list of 
posts, so that users see the latest tweets at the top 
of the list.

iii.The text in the box where users write tweets must 
disappear.

iv.The number that counts the number of characters 
remaining must return to the maximum number. 

v. The cursor must return to the box where the user 
writes tweets (so that they can immediately start 
writing another tweet!)



After the tweet length = 30m then what?
a. When the user presses the “post tweet” button the 

following things must happen:
i. The post must appear with the poster’s username 

(not an image). The username can be hard coded 
in JavaScript (but not in HTML). The post text 
cannot be hard coded (obviously).

ii. New posts must appear at the top of the list of 
posts, so that users see the latest tweets at the top 
of the list.

iii.The text in the box where users write tweets must 
disappear.

iv.The number that counts the number of characters 
remaining must return to the maximum number. 

v. The cursor must return to the box where the user 
writes tweets (so that they can immediately start 
writing another tweet!)



There’s one more thing I do. Why?
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Goal 1

Build websites that suit the needs and abilities of users

To accomplish a goal, users must 
execute an operation and 

evaluate the result



Computers: Tools for Calculation



Interaction: through Textual Commands



1963: First Graphical User Interface (GUI) 
Ivan Sutherland’s CAD software, Sketchpad

drawLine((0,0), (1,1))

The terminal way The GUI way



1968: Interaction devices for computer use.
Douglas Engelbart’s mouse



Now: 
Graphical User Interfaces

Then: 
Textual commands

What usability heuristic is this?



6. Recognition rather than recall
Minimize the user's memory load by making objects, actions, and 
options visible. The user should not have to remember information 
from one part of the dialogue to another. 
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Direct Manipulation Properties

1. Objects are represented visually

2. Actions are rapid, 
incremental and reversible

3. User interacts 
directly with object 
representations



1. What Objects are 
represented visually?

2. What Actions are rapid, 
incremental and 
reversible?

3. How do user interacts 
directly with object 
representations

Goal: Move file to trash.



1. What Objects are 
represented visually?

2. What Actions are rapid, 
incremental and 
reversible?

3. How do user interacts 
directly with object 
representations

Goal: Make circle bigger.



1. What Objects are 
represented visually?

2. What Actions are rapid, 
incremental and 
reversible?

3. How do user interacts 
directly with object 
representations

Goal: See stuff at the bottom on the list.



1. What Objects are 
represented visually?

2. What Actions are rapid, 
incremental and 
reversible?

3. How do user interacts 
directly with object 
representations

Goal: Multiply numbers in a Spreadsheet.



Direct Manipulation Properties

1. Objects are represented visually

2. Actions are rapid, 
incremental and reversible

3. User interacts 
directly with object representations

Move file to… Resize Move viewport



Goal: Multiply two numbers on the phone calculator.
Is this direct manipulation? No. 

1. Are Objects are 
represented visually?

2. Are Actions are rapid, 
incremental and 
reversible?

3. Do user interacts 
directly with object 
representations?

No. 

Sorta. 

Yes. 



The system should speak the users' language, with words, phrases and 
concepts familiar to the user, rather than system-oriented terms. 

2. Match between system and the real world
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Goal: Set an alarm clock with number selection wheel.
Is this direct manipulation? Yes. 

1. Are Objects are 
represented visually?

2. Are Actions are rapid, 
incremental and 
reversible?

3. Do user interacts 
directly with object 
representations?

Yes. 

Yes. 

Yes. 



Goal: Set an alarm clock with Siri.
Is this direct manipulation? No. But it’s awesome!

1. Are Objects are 
represented visually?

2. Are Actions are rapid, 
incremental and 
reversible?

3. Do user interacts 
directly with object 
representations?

No. 

No. 

Yes. 



Direct manipulation requires directly 
interacting with object representation.

Not direct manipulationDirect manipulationNot direct manipulation



There is visible feedback 
the user can evaluate

There are visible actions 
the user can execute

Why can Direct Manipulation be good?



Why is it important for the circle to have the 
resize handles?

So users can perceive the correct affordances.

(So people can see what to do.)



Affordances



Signifier
Perceived Affordance

Feedback

Affordance Sitting

Sitting

Test sitting on it.

Flat part at knee-height
Back panel for support
Sturdy wood
Butt indentation

Affordance: What can do you with this?



Sitting

Test sitting on it.

Flat part at knee-height
Back panel for support
Possibly sturdy cans?

Affordance: What can do you with this?

NOT sitting.
Looking awesome.

Signifier
Perceived Affordance

Feedback

Affordance



Perceived Affordance

Affordance: What can do you with this?

Pull

Yanking it 

A handle you can 
grasp and yank

NOT pull 
push

Signifier

Feedback

Affordance



Affordance: What can do you with this?

Push

Push, depress handle  

A handle you can lean on
and push

Push

Perceived Affordance
Signifier

Feedback

Affordance



Affordance: What should do you with this?

Put paper in it

None.

Paper sized hole

Bottles and cans

Perceived Affordance
Signifier

Feedback

Affordance



Design direct manipulation interfaces with 
good perceived affordances.
Bad signifiers / wrong perceived affordances Good signifiers / correct perceived affordances



What signifiers do these UIs use 
to signal affordances?



What are the signifiers of affordances?



What are the signifiers of affordances?



What are the signifiers of affordances?



What are the signifiers of affordances?

Hover event changes (like highlighting) 
often signify direct manipulation



Design direct manipulation interfaces with 
good perceived affordances.
Bad signifiers / wrong perceived affordances Good signifiers / correct perceived affordances



Implementing 
Direct Manipulation 
Interfaces

BUT FIRST…



Model, View, Controller (MVC)
Style Programming



When users interact with data,
How do we update the database?

Click



HTML
Create a Button in HTML



HTML

JavaScript

Add JQuery and Bootstrap “libraries”



HTML

JavaScript

We attach a click handler

How do we increment the counter?



HTML

JavaScript

How NOT to increment the count?

Get the button text: “Counter (0)”

Extract the data from from the text

Cast to a number and add one

Replace the button text: “Counter (1)”

Problem? State is stored ONLY in the UI.



HTML

JavaScript

How TO increment the count?

Create a model of the data separate from the HTML (the view)

Create a function that can set the counter data to the view

When the page first loads, set the counter to 0

When the counter is clicked, 
modify the data, 
then update the view



Good UI programming separates 
the data model from the view and controller

Not MVC: 
data stored in UI

Good (MVC):
Data stored as a variable.
UI generated from data



Implementing 
Direct Manipulation 



Direct Manipulation Properties

1. Objects are represented visually

2. Actions are rapid, 
incremental and reversible

3. User interacts 
directly with object representations

Drag and Drop



How to NOT implement this?



Step 1. Create the Data Model



Step 2. Create a function that updates the 
view with new data 

Draggable elements



Step 3. On page load, create view.
Add drag events for draggable objects. 

Draggable elements



Step 4. Attach an drop event to the drop target.
It should update the data, then update the view 

Drop target



Step 5. What else do we need to do? 

Draggable elements

Drop target



Good UI programming separates 
the data model from the view and controller



Good UI programming separates 
the data model from the view and controller



Good UI programming separates 
the data model from the view and controller



Good UI programming separates 
the data model from the view and controller



Summary



Direct Manipulation Properties

1. Objects are represented visually

2. Actions are rapid, 
incremental and reversible

3. User interacts 
directly with object representations

Move to trash Resize Move viewport



Signifiers help users perceive affordances

Bad signifiers Good signifiers

Push
Affordance

Perceived affordance
Push

Signifier Handle that can be leaned on

Pull
Affordance

Perceived affordance
Push

Signifier Handle that can be yanked toward you



Direct manipulation interfaces suit the 7 stages of 
action

There is visible feedback 
the user can evaluate

There are visible actions 
the user can execute



When implementing Direct Manipulation:

Modify the data, 
then update the view

Create an object 
in the view

Add an event handler
to respond to user’s actions

It is important to separate the data (or model)
from the view and the controller.



Announcements

• Class Wednesday is canceled
• My office hours Wednesday are canceled
• I will reschedule these

• Homework 5 is due Friday
• Don’t forget participation


